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Let us start with BFKL 
linear evolution

We can write the gluon´s Green function as

At large energies the saddle point dominates

We obtain

This corresponds to IR/UV symmetric diffusion in transverse momenta for

invariant



Froissart bound violated by power-like growth

Non-linearities are needed to damp this growth

BK equation is a good candidate:

Non-linearities can be introduced with weighted diffusion:
[Gribov-Levin-Ryskin]
[Mueller-Triantafyllopoulos]

The single Pomeron solution

is forced to have a different saddle point



Slower growth than BFKL

Decrease with energy

Faster growth than BFKL

Exactly for there is no growth with energy



is a critical line

Solution invariant under geometrical scaling:

with critical exponent

for the crossover
dilute-dense transition



Main features of saturation:
1. Dilute/dense transition
2. Scaling symmetry
3. Critical exponent 2.44
4. IR/UV competition





We have studied the gravitational collapse of a perfect fluid in any dimension

At initial time a density of matter is distributed in the radial coordinate r

There is spherical symmetry to avoid gravitational waves:

With barotropic equation of state: 

This type of collapse was studied exactly by Choptuik in a classical work in 
numerical relativity. 

For a generic initial density, parametrized by p, there is no collapse

For critical initial density, p*, a small fraction of matter goes through a region
dominated by a continuous self-similar scaling law and forms a tiny black hole

The size of this black hole scales with the formula



We impose CSS in Einstein´s equations, this is our
critical solution which only depends on the variable 
z=r/t: Z(r,t)=Z(z)

Then we look for an inestable mode in a 
Liapunov expansion:

This mode breaks CSS

Our approach for any dimension is more modest



The Liapunov´s mode coincides with
Choptuik´s critical exponent

The one of interest to us is the case of conformal fluid 
and dimension five.

Main features of critical gravitational collapse:

1. Flat/black hole transition
2. Scaling symmetry
3. Critical exponent 2.58
4. Gravity/kinetic competition



1. Flat/black hole transition
2. CSS
3. Critical exponent 2.58
4. Gravity/kinetic competition

1. Dilute/dense transition
2. Geometric scaling
3. Critical exponent 2.44
4. IR/UV competition
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